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situational), causes,'and'effects. The third section evaluates
several measures of the different types of CA and concludes that an
instrument is available ,to measure situational ana person-group CA,
some forms: of generalize&-context CA, but not other types. In
addition, it suggestethat satisfactory instruments are available to
measure trait-like CA concerned 4th writing and singing, but not
that concerned with talking. The- paper then proposes a new measure of
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unication apprehension (CA) has been the subject .-over 200 report
-studies during the decade of 1970-1980. From the limited concern-of.a few U.S.
scholars in Speech Communication, interest in CA has spread to other disci-
gine.' And to other elatieho and cu tures.2 Reports of such research have

Mired' in most of the (journals ted to Speech Communication as well as
diverse publications in other fields of scholarship.3. There are litwe;

ished booklete devoisd 0 CA, one directed to teachers4 and the other to-
basic_ course studenis.5 has even received, attention frod the popular

\

`press6 and 'spawned a newsletter.7,

It is not ariexaggeration to suggest that this area of interest has gener-
,

ated morn; research over the past decade than almost any other in the Speech
Communicationfield. if WeJnclude research concerning related constructs, such
as reticence and shyness, this volume of research is even more substanital.
da=ga rivdh effort and attention is directed in a-iingle area it itrvital that

the conceptualizations and measures in the area be strong enough to support
such efforts.

The,: purpose of. this paper is to reexamine both the coaceptualizatiap and
measurement of CA. This re- examination will lead us:to'conclude the original
conceptualization of CA lacks suffiCient clarity:and specificity, for continued
use and\thaf the measurement ofsCA may be insufficiently isomorphic with that
conceptualization. A reconceptualization of. CA will.be provided, and' measures,-
more isomorphic with.the.neludonteptualization- will be (advanced.

THE ORIGINAL CONCEPTUALIZATION

The original conceptualization of CA, as advanced by McCroskey in 1970,
viewed CA as "a broadly based anxiety-related.to oral communication."8 Subse-

.

quent writings have made only .apparently minor modifications-of this defini-
tion. 'The current view is that CA is "an individual's level of fear or anxiety
associated with either real"or anticipated communication with another persoill or'

-persons. ft()

This seeming-consiStencv acros time may be more apparent than real. Two
conceptual mdifications.occurred. The first concerned the oral communication
focus of CA and the other concerned whether_CA was restricted to a 'trait con-
ceptuslization.'

The Oral Focus of CA

In the original article which adVanced' the construct of CA, tlie focus
,clearly was on oral communication.10 Although in this article "comisnica-
tiOn" frequentlywas used.without the "oral" qualifier, the earlier work in.the
areas- of stage fright and reticence were acknowledged as the foundatiOni-upon-
which the CA construct was developed. Moth of these areas-focused exclugiV'ely
on oral communication at that time.

In some subsequent writings the oral context of CA received less empha
particular importance were two research programs which were conducted der ,

e general rubric of communication apprehension,but-which notr-focua
. q

speaking. The first was the research concerned with apprehension about .



writing eam of research, led Daly and his associates, con-
tinue. protean has received considerable attention in the field of Eng-
lish. The mieisu`re1 developed by Daly and Millar, the Writing Apprehension Test
(WAT), his been widely employed and found to have 'only, a moderate correlation
with the CA measures developed by McCroskey. 12 The second research area
yea that concerned with apprehension about ..Tging:13 .While receiving far
less attention than the articles and measures c ncerned with speaking and writ
ing, research involving the Test of Singing Apprehension (TOSA) also discovered
'low correlations between the TOSA, and the CA measures developed by cdroskey.

Clearly, talking, writing and singing are all forms of communication.
.

dust as clearly, apprehension about one is a -poor,= predictor of apprehension
about- any other. one. The emergence of research.concerning apprehension about'
whin* anFlveinefig reqPiFee, a re-evaluation of the original definition of the
construet,"comminication apprehension." The revised definition provided by
McCroskey, noted above, satisfactorily overcomes this, problem. It permits
apprehension about talking, writing, or singing to fall commfortably within its
boundaries. However, it should be recognized that no measure currently exists
that even claims to tap this broadly Conceived construct of CA. The Personal
Report of Communication Apprehension (PRCA)I4 taps the talking component,
the WAT taps the writi component, and the TOSS, taps the singinucompOnent.
While generation of a ge eral CA instrument probably would be possible, efforts`
in that direction might no be oartidulerly useful, The research indicating
that the three measures presently available have little association with each
other clearly indicates the multidimensional nature of the general construct.
Thus, dimension scores of the .new .nstrument would be the product of major
concern. Since satisfactory measures of those dimensions already exist, little
would be gained by.generating additional ones. If an unidimensional measure
could be generated, it' would, of necessity; have to be composed of items so
general As to make the liklihood almost certain that the ultimate measure would
1e nothing more, than a new general anxiety measure. Several,, of these already
are available.

In sum, over the decade since'the CA construct has been advanced it has
been substantantially broadened. While it was originally restricted to talking,

f

it nbw en

?
ompasses all modes of communication. Consequently, it should be

recogniz that current' instruments labled as CA measures are restricted to

`oral CA, specifically 'apprehension about talking to: or with others. Our focus
in' the remainder of this paper is on this form of CA and when we use the term
"CA" this will be our referent. We believe that most of whet will fellow will
apply' equally well to other, forms of CA, however. When wo think this is not
the case, it will be noted.

The Trait Conceptualization of CA

The original article which advanced the construct f CA included no
explicit mention of whether it is 'a tra of an individUal or a response to
the situational elements of a specific communi'cation transaction. However,
the implication is clear that the construct was viewed from a trait orienta-
tion.- Not only was ,discussion directed toward as response generalized
across situations and time, but also the measures advanced olearly, focused on a
trait-like paEtern.



.

e erwhelming n4ajority of the research studies employing the CA eon-
truct have taken' a trAit approach.l5 Many have referred to CA with terms*.

such as "a trait-like, personality-type variable." More. ricently, the c4 con-
struct has ..been explicitly expanded to encompass hoth tiait,L'and situational
views.16 Soma research has been reported which haA investigated CA in both
the trait and s a e orm.17

In sum-, over -the decade since the CA construct has been advarked it has
been broadened substantially. While it origins ly was restricted to a trait

Levitation, it is now viewed as representing b th trait and state approaches.
While theoriginal definition of CA restricts he constructs to a trait per
spective, *le revi definition noted above Consistent with the broader
view. It should laakipecognized, however, that he most popular .measures of. CA
are restricted to a trait conceptualization. esearch(based on more situa-
tional perspective-kmust employ other instruments

RELATED CONSTRUCTS

.

As we have. noted above., CA currently is viewed is a person' s -level of fear
or anxiety associattd with any form of cnacnunication idth other people; experi-
enced either as a trait-like, personality-type respoese or as - reaponse to the
situational constraints of a given communication ,transaction A number of
other constructs have been advanced which have, or et least appear to have,
similarierls with the CA construct. Two of these appeared in the literature
prior to the generation of the CA construct; stage fright and reticehce. Four
others have com into prominence more recently: Unwillingness to communicate,
predispositions toward verbal behavior, shyness, and audience anxiety. An
examination, of these copstructs in comparison to the CA construct will help
plate all of these coristructs in clearer perspective.

Stage,Fright 1

.-tage fright is the 'oldest of the conceptualizations .related to CA.,-
Empirical research- has beendirecred toward stage fright for. almost ,half a
century. the attention of, the field', of Speech wring the early
days'of the work.wi.th stage fright was directed almost exclusively to public
'speaking, it is not surmising that' stage fright wasexaminp& in --context,
From our contemporary"ifantage thenviwe can view_ the- struc ?%-of stage
fright as representing CA in-the public speaking context:

During the early years of research on-stage fright, our er d
plines of personality, social, and behavioral psychology also were, in th

Tlevelopmental years. Many of the insights we -now find so 'useful in under-
standing the CA. 'phepomenon were yet to be generated. Most imoortadtly, the
distinction between trait and -state anxiety had yet to he made. Thus, dif-
ferent researchers studying stage fright approached it form different vantage
points while assuming they were studying the same thing, Lomas19' and,
Vilkinson," for example, worked from a trait, selfreport orientation:

. In contrast, Henning" studied state anxiety as manifested. through ohserver
ratings while Redding22 was examining state anxiety as manifested in a
physiological arousal measure'. Great concern' was expressed because high



t obtained Between trait delf-report measures and such.
Anomie as `observer ratings and physiological arousal measures.23'

.

.. . .
,

n Cetrespect -it is clear that such concern was misplaced. -Measures
should not 1ie expected 'to_ be hi ghly correlated. with state measures

icted to a -given situation at a given time.24 ' Trait measures should '_
be _,'expected to be generally predictive across ,situations, across'

me.15 . 'In any event, it is clear that stage fright can be viewed as
'either a trait -likeorientation 'of an indiciduaL_rhatJhAsimpact across public_
speaking situation!' or as a ,state 'response of 'an individual to a given'- public

_.' Speaking situation. Viewed in this way, stage fright is a subset of the
.broader construct of CA. sibling constructs relating to other broad types of _.

0111monication contexts (small pout, meetings, dyads,, etc.) would' be.enalogs
stage fr. subsets of- fhd broader CA construct.

... _

construct of reticence as, evolved. and changed over the 15 years
discuased in the liteia ure. As'Originally conceived reticencefland 'C

virtually interchangeable.26 - Reticence grew out of the earlier' wor
with stage fright and represented an expansion of that construct inclCde
other=communieation contexts. The work of- Phillips with reticence i soecif-
ically,acknowledged as the' immediate antecedent of CA.27

Over the decade of the 1970 hdweveii the'constructs of reticence And
CA became quite di4ergent. While CA was and remains a cognitive construct
(although-with presumed behavibral impact), reticence moved from being viewed
as a cognitive 'construct to being viewed from a stiict behavioral perspective.
The contemporary - vies Not reticence is the reverse of communication
competence.z8 Reticent communicators are, simply, people who do not cammu-

,

nicate competently. While CA is acKnowledged as one of the elements which may
lead an individual to 'be reticent, it is not considered the only, nor even
necessarily the most important, contributing factor.

Although Feticence and CA once' were twin constructs, their relationship
today is markedly different. Reticende is the =much broader of, the two con-

_structs. It reticence isyiewed as a construct representing the broad rinee of
communicative incompetence, as its is currently viewed by Phillips, thea.CA is a
subset-Of that broad construct. CA relates to communicative incompeteace'stem-
ming froth anxiety or fear. Its sibling constructs would include such thihngs as
inadequate cammunica ion skills and cratural divergence.2q

ingnes Communicate

The unwillingness" to communicate construct .focuses exactly on what its

me-implies, _the unwillingness of an individual to communicate with\others.
This. construct was advanced. by.Burgoon.in "an explicit- attem to 'broaden
concern abont noncommunicative behavior beyond '-the narrower f cus of CA and
reticence (as conceived at that time)."

/
This construct views-the'sources of, non7communication to be,' in addition

o CA, low self-esteem', introversion, and anomia and alienation. All of these
factors, presumed to lead to'non=commacication, are cognitively based. Thus,
this .construct can be viewed as intermediary between CA, and the contemporary..



view of reticence. = ° re simply, reticence is conce ned with people who do not
communicate- effectively; unwillingliess to communicate is concerned with one of
the reasons why people may not do -so. (i.e., theyey do not want to) ; and CA is
concerned with one of.the sons why people may be unwilling to co unicafe.

. /The validity and usefulne this construct is suggested by the esults of
research employing the v ingness to col munica measure Ttii

includes two; factors, one of ich is highly .associ red with CA, the
which is uncorrelated with -C

A t thiN, point, research employing the un- will

ruct is very _limited and, thiVmeasure of the cons
:sent, since it lacks isomtirphi'ara with the construct

position between. CA and reticence is paiiiicularly he
distinctions' between the .two la ter constructs.`

Predispositions Toward Verbal Behavi

measure
other of

to communicate con-
t needs . further develep-
owever; its intermediary-

pfl for Understanding the

e construct . of predispositions toward._ verbal behavior (PVB) very
similar to the unwi 1 ingness to ccuomunic ate construct , with two im rtant'
exceptiohs.V First, PVB- appears to be the logical_ opposi e of unw ng-
nesa to communicate. A person scoring highly on an. approp iat measure PVB
would be expected to be very will irig--tuniclat host PVB coul be'

called "willingness to .communicate." In this sense, then, the, constructs can
be viewed as isomorphic, they are only discussed in differin ways.

The sedondfdistinction between the PVB construct and th
communicate is more importapt. ;While unwillingness is vi ewes
is viewed behaviqally. Although the only .PVB measure avails
a se 1 freport scale (thus coinit -vely med iated ) , the cons tr
behaving-in a consistent -manner

t

oss commdnication contexts
.

amount they talk. Although'. PVB behavioral- construct ,

confused' with the, contemporary 'vi w of reticencd, reticen
with the quality or competence o communication, PVB is concerne
amount,

unwillingness to
cognitively, PVB
_e at present is,
ct views people
n terms of the
should not be..

e' is concerned

only with the

The conceptual distinctions, between CA and PVB and unwillingn
nicate , and the association between the latter= constructs, have
empiHeal support . In research reported by Daly,32 'a measure
found to correlate with CA at .66 while the dimensions of un
labeled reward (r .01) and approach (r = .88), had widely; d/ffer
tions. However, PVB correlated- significantly with both the reward
and the approach factor (r = .91) of the unwillingness to communicate

to cenImU7-

ceived some
of- PVB Was

lingness,
carrels-
or (.36)

measure;

PVB, like unwillingness to communicate, should be viewed as a

holding an intermediary position betWeen CA and reticence.. Variabil-
may lead to variability in predispositions

,

toward verbal behavior
lead to- variability` in reticence or communicat ion competence

Shyness
r.v

As' Zimbardo the leading wrier. in the = area Shyness , says "Shynesa s a

fuzzy concept ."3- Cafeful reading of the literature in the ' area of Ihyde
indicates there 'is no COnsensual definition of the construct.

onstruct
in CA

c may



Zimbardo carefully' and explicitly avoids defining wtat he means by
"shyness." .However, a careful reading of his book on shyness indicates that he
is referring to a feeling' Of discomfort in a variety of-communication situa-
tions." Thus, Zimbardo can be' considered to be approaching_shyness ,primarily

, from a cognitive orientation. -Re alio-acknowledges the trait-state distinction'
in-shyness'when he notes that some people are generally shy while others exper-
ience situational ahyneas. If we restrict our view of shyness- to. that enun-
ciated by Zimbardo, there'appears to be no meaningful distinction -between -t
construct `and that of CA.

vIn contrast, Pilkonis former student of Zimbardo and 'major participant
on .the well-known Stanford shyness research program) sees shyness as 1a ten-
dency to avoid other people (unwillingness to communicate? negative PVB?), to
fail to4respond appropriately to them (reticence?) . ., and to feel nervous
-and anxious during interactions with them (CA?)."34 In behlavioral terms,
'Pilkonis suggests that, shy people "are, characterized_ by avoidance of social
interaction, and when 'this is impossible, by ,inhibition and an inability to

respond in an engaging 'way; they are reluctant to talk, to make eye contact, to
- gesture, and to maile."3 As suggested by, our parenthetical queations, the
Pilkonis view.does not see" amenable tb classification within any, one of the
previously discussed construct categories. Rather, it, seems to fall at least

. partially into several of them. ,Of particular note, however, is Pilkonis
appaient-restriction of shyneAs to the interpersonal context. This restriction
distinguishes his construct from all others` we have discussed, but the distinc-
tion is implied rather than explicit and may not represent his actual vi1

f all the-writers in the area of shyness, Busdmakes the cleares dis-
h

tinctions between shyness and other constructs.36 Buss is concerned with a
more general construct which he calls "social anxiety," which refers to discom-
fort .in the presence of other;. Re identifies four categories of this general
construct: Two of these, embarrassment, and shame, are not of cncern here.
The third, audience anxiety, will be discussed in the nekt section. His fourth

. -

category is shyness, which he views as ".the relatiYe absence of expected social
behaviors."37 This conceptalization of shyness is explicitly restricted
'to dyadic and small group communication contexts. His operationlization of the
construct focUsea on discoffifo4 in such contexts, and when viewed in this way
can-be seen'as a subset of e larger CA construct. When Viewed from his
behavioral definition, however yness can be seen as a subset of the retience
construct.

The confusion in the I

illustrated by the.conflic
after ,attempting to distingu
Zimbardo's book, he' conclnds
lar to the CA construct."38
different view. After examini
simplify CA measurement and
the other shyness.39 The d

essentially similar' to-thos
least, shyness is now equated
scale and CA is also very si

What, then, is the nature of the shyness construct?
elude that shyness does not re resent.a single construct, hu

rature concerning the construct of shyness is

g positions advanced by McCroskey. In 1977,
sh between reticence and CA, and referencing
hat tkishyness construct is "essentially simi-
Only, two. years later, however, he presentd a
g factor analytic results in a study designed to
ding two distioct,factors,.one is labeled CA and_.
mension libeled shyness, is composed of items
nFluded on the PVB scale. Thus, seemingly at
with PVB. The correlation between this shyness

to that between CA and-PVB.

are led to con-
-ather is a label



that has been applied to a var ety-of disparate constructs. Most importantly,

the construct does not seem have any 'property that is either universal
across writer's in this area or that is unique from the constructs which we,have
dimicussea previously. Thus., we caution people who read the shyness literature

s r
to be aware of the inconsistent use of this label and advise against assuming
that shyneas is a unique cctnstruct. All writings. in the area of shyness we
have ex ined are amenable to !translation to the constructs of. reeicence, PVB
or unitringness to communicate, or CA as these constructs have been outlined
above. We believe such translation will lead to increased understanding of the
literatu ed avoidance of the; conceptual confusion currently present.

AudiencexAnxiqy

=_---The newest-conceptualizatidh related CA, audience anxiety,
,

s highly-
si.milar to the oldest conceptualization, stage fright. Audience anxiety is
,viewed as

.t
"fear, tension, and disorganization i "rOront of_ Audience."

This construct is almost the,same as the original stage fright construct.
The only meaningful distinction is that anxiety felt in talking in meetings is
.included`. in, the new construct motile generally it was excluded in' the older
version. They both include anxiety about public speaking.

Audience anxiety, clearly, is a subset of the CA construct. Taken
together, Buss' shyness and audience anxiety constructs represent a two-part
subdivision of CA. Taken together they represent an approximation of the

generalized trait view of CA, 'although we will note later we believe'these are
inadequate subdiviiiens.

When we ,consider all of the constructs discussed in this section we can
see that the CA construct is neither the largest nor the smallest of the group.
Communication competence, or reticence, seems, to be the broadest construct.
Unwillingness/to communicate and PVB, seen as parallel but not fully isomorphic
constructs,, AS-e'viewfd as constructs purporting to explain part of'what is seen
as reticence. CA is seen as one of the elements leading to unwillingness to'
communicate or negative PVB. Stage fright and audience anxiety are seen as
representative subconstructs.of CA. Shyness, depending on how the label is

employed in a given case, can be employed as an equivalent term for constructs
at each of the descending conceptual levels.

CROSS - CULTURAL FOUNDATION

The CA construct was- developed within the general U.S. culture and most of
the-research concerning CA has been -restricted' to that culture. Given this

cultural context, it is reasonable to question whether the resulting construct
andthe researai baied 'en that.-Con;trUct'are culturally' biased. The data
available suggest that if such a bias is present, it probably is minimal;

To analyze the relevance of culture to the CA construct one must firSt
recognize that within the general U.S. culture communication is valued quite
highly. The bulk of high status and high income occupStions are dependent on
effective communication. Lest we make' too much of this fact, however, we
should recognize-that the U.S. culture i.s not greatly deviant in this regard.



Wale some cultures place aft even higher'. value bn communication, notably the
Israeli culture, others 'place. a somewhat lower value, notably spme Asian and
AfrAcan cultures; Thus, in terms of a value placed on communication, the U.S.
culture should be viewed as approximating a mainstream position. The -rewards
obtainable and punishments avoidable by effective communicatidn in the culture
are,-by and large, similar to rose in most othei cultures._

o To argue that the CA construct can be generalized beyond the general U.S.
culture, two considerations are 'of particular importance. These are the degree

\to which repreSentative sampled of People from other cultures report levels of
CA comparable to those reported by U.S. samples and the degree to which' reduced
communicative output (olio of the presumed impacts of CA) has comparable effects
in other' cultures' compared to the effects in the U.S.

Distrihation of CA

Several studies have teed directly concerned with comparing the distribu-
tion of CA in other cultures with that found within fhe,,general U.S. culture.
In general, the results have indicated comparability across cultures.

In the most extensive cross-cultural comparison ieported to date, Hansford
and Hattie compared data from 1784 Australians with ,data from five American
samples (total n 4542). They jound no significant differences between. the
U.S. and Australian samples, nor did they find any differences, attributable to

the structure of 'the CA measure was the same whether applied in the U.S. or
her .sex aaa. 41 In addition, confirmatory factor analysis indicated

Australia. Klopf and Cambra report similar findings with ,regard to the distri-
Nution of CA among Atistralians compared to the general U.S. norms.42 In
addition, they found that Hawaiian Americans reported. CA higher than the
mainland norms, as did a sample of Japanese. In contrast,. they found that a
sample Of Koreans reported lower CA than the mainland norms. In other phases
of this same research pfogram it was- found that Cdamanians43 and' mainland
Chinese44 did' not differ from 'mainland U.S. norms. -

In .hip research with shyness, Zimbardo has ,also examined the comparability
of other cultures with,p,s. norma. In most instances no meaningful differences
attribUtable to cUltuie were observed. However, as, with'. the -CA studies;
Zimbardo found a higher' proportion of -ahys among Hawakians and Japanese.45
He also found Israelies anq JeWish ArOricans to report significantly: shy-
ness than:any other groups. No comparable data for CA has yet been reported.

The general conclusion from these cross-cultural investigations, then,
that people inthe U.S. culture are not greatly_ deviant from people in other
cultureS. ,l-loweVer, cultures do: exist in which the normative level of CA
both Nigher and lower than in the general U.S. culture.' Direct generalization
to these cultures, therefore, must be done with extreme caution.

Reduced Communication

In a wide varied of studies conducted within the U.S. culture, _ has

been observed that lowered levels of talking are associated ,with less positiVe
perceptions Apo the part'''' of other people.46 People who talk more generally
are stereotypically perceived as more credible, attractive, competent and the
like.



Recently, Hayes and Meltzer have conducted similar investigations in a
variety of cultilies. The-resulta in England, Chile and Mexico have been
consistent with those obtained within the U.S. culture.47

The tentative conclusion we may drAw from the inves igitions which have
been conducted in non-U.S.'cultures is that the conceptualization of CA is not

P

seriously culture-bbund. Nevertheless, people wishing to generalize t

i
other

cultures must keep in mind. the particular coimuniaation orientations peculiar
to those cultureata CA may be more or less of a problem, depending on the
cultural communication norms'of the society in which it exists. In addition,.
sexual norms and expectations may interact with CA in greatly differential ways
as we move from culture to culture.

A RECONCEFTUALIZATIO OF CA

We have noted minor changes'in the conceptualization _of CA over the past
decade. Such' changes have apPeared in the literature in a nonsystematic
manner. In addition, some eleMents of the CA construct have never been
spelled, out clearly.- In-the following sections the concepeUalitatiOn of CA
will be enunciated in three major area: 1) types of-CA,'2) causes og-cA, and
3) effects o CA. ,

Types of CA,

Considerable attention has been di ected- toward the distinction between
trait and situational or state CA. is distinction has been quibe helpful tw
researchers in the CA area in their attempt to, distinguish older* from newer
approaches to this subject. Unfortunately, thii distinction has come to be
viewed as a Aichotomy, a false dichotomy. To view all.' human behavior, as
emanating from either a trait-like, personality orientation of the, individual
or from the state-like constraints of a situation ignores the powerful inter-
action'of these two sources. No element, of personality yet isolaated by' pay-
chologists.or others has been found to have yniversal predictability across all
situations for all individuals. Similarly, no situation has yet been identi-
fied in which we can predict a universal behavior from all individuals. Even
in life-threatening situations, people do not all behave alike. Thus, it- is

important that we reject this false state-tralit dichotomy and view the sources
of CA on a continuum. This continuum can be viewed as ranging from the extreme
trait pole to the extreme state pole, although neither the pure trait nor state
probabli exists as a meaningfpl consideration. Four points along this contin-
uum can be identified. Each of these points represents a distinct type of CA.

Trait-Like CA. The term 'trait-like" is used intentionally to ,indicate
a distinction between this view of CA and One that would, look at CA as a tale.
trait. A true trait, as' viewed here, is an invariant characteristic of an
individual,` such as eye color and height. No personality variable, and trait-
like CA is viewed as a personality-type variable, meets this strict interpreta-
tion of-"trait." After achieving adulthood, true traits of an individual are
not, subject to change. Trait-like personality variables, although highly
resistent to change, can be and often are channged duting adulthood. That CA
is subject to such change is indicated clearly in the substantial research on
treatment of people identified as having high CA.48



Trait-likp CA is viewed as a relatively enduring,.per Onaiity-tym driers-
-- . r . %

r I'M .--talon toward a Oven mode of communication across a wide Varlet of .contexts.
Three varietiee of this type of CA have been addressed 0 elliterature-t-CA

, . J .
about Orl'communittion; CA .

about writ ing, and CA about singrug. The primary
measures of these (PRCA, WAT, and TOSA) are presumed to b j "like measures.
By that is meant that. it .is assumed that scores for an ual on any one
.'of these measures will be highly similar across an ex rind of time,
barring, an intervention prograd designed to alter the releva t CA level.or
demand'eharacteristic introduced into the CA measurement. Thin the type-of
CA to which. most of the research has been directed over the past decade.4

: Generalized-Context_ CA. CA one step farther
,

:moved from,puretrait than traitA.ike CA. Ckviewed:frod this vantage point
represents orientations; toward - communication :within generalizable Cent
Fear of public. speaking, the,oldest of the.CA conceptualizations, is illusa-
live of this type of CA. This view recognizes that people can be highly.appre
hensive abbut communicating in `one typer-ofie havingWhileaving legs or 4ven no
Apprehension about communicating in another type of context.

Oeneralized-context CA is viewed as a relatively enduring, Oersonalityt
tyPe orientation toward communication in a given type of-context. Although no
taxonomy for generalized-context CA yet has received consensual acceptance in
the literature, the one advanced by McCroskey and Richmond" which is based
on types of communication'settings appears quite adequate. From their view
there:are-four varieties of this type of. CA--CA about public waking, CA about
speaking in meetings or cia ses, CA about speaking in, small group discussions,
and CA about speaking in dy interactions.

-

The first CA measure to receive wide acceptance by researchers, the

Personal Report of Confidence as a Speaksr (PRCS) developed. by Gilkinson,51
is it of an instrument designed to tap this type of . Subsequent
instruments for measuring public speaking anxiety 'reported by Pau152 and

McCroskey the' Personai Report of Public Speaking Apprehension; PRPSA)53

also fall within ehig area. More recently, McCroskey and Richmond'have offered
instruments' teo measure each' of_ the four varieties of generalized- context CA
which they, ilftscribe-.54 Ag- was the case with the trait-like CA measures
noted in the previous section, .it is assumed that., scores for an individual `on
any one of these m4asures will be highly similar across an extended period of
time, barring an intervention program designed to alter the relevant CA level
or a demand characteristic in measurement. .These measured are'distingashed
from the preViously noted trait like measures in that they focus more narrowly
on commAnicatibn within a given type of context rather than on communication
across contexts. It should not be surprising, however, to find moderate to

'moderately high correlations between the two types of measures. To the extent
Ithat a trait -like, orientation, toward communication actually exists, an appro-

priate measure of that orientation should be at least somewhat predictive of
orientations within, generalized- contexts:

o
Person7CrouR Ck. This type of CA represents the reac

viclual to comMunicatin'g with a given individual or group' of

times People viewing CA from this vantage point recognize
uals And sroupg may cause a persoh to be highly apprehensive
viduals or groups can prOduce the reverse reaction. For

apprehension may be stimulated by a peer or group of peers.

tions of an indi-
individuals across
that some' individ-

while other indi-
some people more
For others, more
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apprehensiok irly be -ulated by unfamiliar individuals or groups. A school

'teacher, for example, may be highly apprOhensive about talking to. her or his
principal, but have noapprehension about tAlkiTg, to a student in her or his
own class.*

Person-group CA, is viewed as 41 relatiVely enduring orientation toward
communication with a given person or, group of people. . It is not viewed as

personality- based, but gather a response to situational constraints generated
by the other person or group. Although presumed to be-relatively enduring,
this type of CA would be expected to be chInged as alunction of changed, behavl.
for on the part of the other person or group. Although people with high trait-
like CA or high generalized-context CA would be expected to experience high. CA
with more persons and groups, ,knowledge of the levels of neither of these

should be expected to be predictive .of CA-experienced with a given individual
or group. In short, this type of CA is presumed to be more a function of the
situational constraints introduced by the other person or group than by the

personality -of the individual. Length of acquaintance should be a major
consideration here. While in,early stages of acquaintance the personality
orientations should be somewhat predictiVe, in later stages the .situational

constraints should he expected to overpower these orientations.55

Few attempts Lo measure this type of CA have appeared in the literature.
However, the state anxiety measure 'developed -by Spielberger,56 particularly
as modified for this purpose by Richmond,57 appears to be an excellent

tool. It can be adapted readi' for use with any person or group within any
communication context.

Sithational CA. This type of CA represents the reactions of an individual
to communicating with a given individual or group of individuals a given

time. This is the most state-like of the types of CA. When we view CA from
this vantage point we recognize that we can'exp4rience CA with a given person
or group. at one time but not at another time.- For example, a stbdent may
experience little or no apprehension when going to a teacher to ask a question
about an assignment, but be terrified if the teacher instructs the student to
stay after class to meet with her or him.

Situational CA is viewed ___ a transitory orientation toward communication
with a given person -or group of °pie. It is not viewed as personality-based,

but rather. a rePOnSe.. to the situational constraints generated by the other

person or `group. The level of -this type of CA should be expedted to fluctuate
widely as a function of changed constraints introduced by the other person or
group. Although people with high trait-like CA or high generalized-situation
CA would he expected to experience high CA in more individual situations than
would other people,, knowledge- of the levels of neither of these should be

expected to be highly ,predictive of CA-experiended by/ an individual in any

given situation. On the other hand, level of person-group CA should be

expected to be moderately highly- related. to situational CA. Person-group CA

primarily is a function of the prior history of the itdividual with the given

person or group. Such a history can be assumed to produce expectations which
would influence the level of CA in the given situation involving communication
with that person or group,

Measurement of situational CA has received little attention in the pre-

vious research. However, the Spielberger instrument as modified by Richmond,
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as ,noted in the previous section, appears to be a very satisfactory tool for
this purpose.

'figure 1 ill.uatrates, the four tyPes of CA. .r As indicated in that figure,
the three components of this conceptualization are context, receiver (person/
group), and time. Time should be taken to represent more than just the hour
or day of the communication. As'conceived here this element includes the
variability associated with topic, mood, health, and the like that -are seen as
changeable over time, as well as the literal element of time itself. Trait-
like CA is seen as that which cuts across context, receiver, and time.
Generalized-context CA is seen as that which is associated with a single type
of communication context cutting across-receiver-and time. Person-group CA is
seen as.that which is associated with a, single receiver or group of receivers
cutting across context and time. Situational CA is seen as that which is

specific to a given context with a given receiver at a given time. It is

recognized that the three components in this model could be combined to- gener-
ate additional types of CA. However, at present, we.do not believe such combi-
nations provide useful insights.

Pathological CA

it is_important that we recognize -that the four types of CA. discussed
above do not reference different typgs of people. Rather, every individual is
impacted by each type of CA to either a greater or lesser degree. It is a.
truely rare individual, if one actually exists, that never experiences CA in
any communication situation. Such an ,individual would be seen as evidencing
pathological behavior, since fear is a natural human response to a truely
threatening situation. Similarly, it is comparatively rare individual who
experiences CA in all communication situations, although some such people do
exist. With the exception of these rare individuals, even people with very
high trait-like CA find some situations in which they can communicate comfort-
ably. The most common of these situations involve communication with close
friends. It isn't so much that close friends produce less apprehensionas it

that people who produce less apprehension are allowed to become close
friends while more threatening individuals are avoided.

Since in the previbus lite'bature much has been made of the pathological
nature of high CA, high reticence, and high shyness, we need to consider what
we should view as pathological, or abnormal, levels of CA. This distinction
can be made both conceptually and empirically, although the distinctions are
not fully isomorphic.

At the conceptual level, we view abnormal behavior to be that which is

non-Adaptive, non-responsive, or non-functional in the environm10 in which
it is engaged. Normal individuals are sensitive to their environment, respond
to its demands, and adapt their behavior so that they are a functional part
of that environment. Experiencing fear or anxiety vin a threatening situation
and adapting by withdrawing or avoiding the threatening situation is normal.
Experiencing no fear or anxiety in a non-threatening environment and continuing
to function in that environment is normal. The reverse responses are abnormal.
Experiencing low CA in th'e face of real danger and experiencing high CA when no
real danger is present 'are both abnormal responses. If such responses become
characteristic of the individual, they may be regarded as pathological and in

need of professional help. The question, of course, is one of- Agree.

14
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Causes of CA

The etiology of CA has received comparatively little attention in' the
literature. Varying wiiiers have presented different views. The differences,
however, are not so much a function of disagreement as they are of desperation.
The best method of isolating causes of subsequent events generally is con
sidered to be carefully controlled experimentation. Unfortunately, for ethical
reasons, this-method is highly restricted for investigations of the causes of
CA. While we might ethically omploy experimentation to investigate situational
CA, almost no one would approve such experimentation with trait-like CA. The
other types'of CA fall within the grey area between these two types. Conse-
.quently, most research directed toward the etiology of CA has been performed in
naturaristic environments. Ruch research its 'useful for establishing correla-
tional Associations, but it is frought with potential,. error when attempting to
de4pce Causality. Much of the writing in thiS area is based more on specula-
tion than on research. Regretably', the following causal analysi's will also

have this characteristic. 11,pefullY, future research will provide innight into
the validity of our speculations.

0 Previous causal analyses generally have been restricted to either viewing
trait-lilth-cA or situational CA.-.We will first present our positions in each
of these areas and then advance an4etiological explanation Whin we believe may
be applied to all types of CA.

Gauges of Trait-Like' CA. Thtoughout the social sciences onlY two major
explanations of the differential trait-like behaviors of individuals hold way:
heredity and gtvironment. Simply put, we can be born with it or we,can learn

We MieVe that both of these explanations can contribute to our under-
standing of the etiology of

Although most early writers discounted heredity as a cause of trait-like
CA out-of-hand, recent writers have grudgingly acknowledged thatthere indeed
may,he an hereditary contribution. Although no one has yet, argued that there
is a-"CA gene," the work of social biologists, particularly their research with
twin'S;','hasl provided compelling evidence tilat something other than environ-
mentally based leafning is. having an impact on human behavior tendencies.
McGrOskev and Richmond summarize the thrust of this research:

`Researchers in the area of social biology have established that
significant social traits can be measured in infahts shortly
after birth, and that infants differ sharply from each other on
these traits. One of these traits is referred to as "sociabil-
ity," which is bel=ieved to be a predisposition directly related
to adult sociability--the degree to which we reach out oto other
people and respond positively to contact with other people.
Research with identical twins and fraternal twins of the same

sex reinforces this theoretical role of heredity. Identical
twins are biologically identical, whereas fraternal twins are
not. Thus, if differeces between twins raised in the same
environment are found to exist, biology (heredity) can he dis-
counted as a cause in one case but not in the other. Actual
research has indicated that biologically identical twins are

much more similar in sociability than are fraternal twins.

This research wou4d be interesting if it were conducted only on

16
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twin infants, but it' is even more so because it was conducted
on a large sample of adult twins who had the opportunity to

have many different and varied social experiences.60
ip

It is important we recognize that the work of the social biologists does
not support the argument that heredity is the only cause of sociability, much'
less of CA, but rather suggests that heredity may be one of the contributing
causes. Children, it seems, are born with certain personality predispositions
or tendencies.= No one has yet argued,, not even the most ardent social biolo-
gists, that these predispositions .or .tendencies are unchangeable. Thus, what
happens in the child's environment will have some impact on the predispostions
and tendencies the child carries over into later life. However, because
children are born with different predispositions and tendencies they will react
differently to the same environmental conditions. 'This interaction of heredity
and environment, then, is seen as the precursor of adult predispositions and
tendencies such as CA.

Although heredity appears to be a meaningful contributor to trait-like CA,
most writers allege that reinforce nt patterns in a person's environment,
particularly during childhood he dominant elements. Although most of the
views'supporting reinforc t as a cause'are based primarily on speculation or
analogy, some availabe'research is supportive."

We can view the causal impact` of reinforcement in at least two ways, The

first is a fairly narrow, behaviorist view. If the child is reinforced for,

communicating, the child will communicate more. If the child is not reinforced
for communicating, the child' will communicate less. While- this is a rather
simple application of the general theory of reinforcement, and' may serve to
explain many communication behaviors, since it does not address the cognitions
of the individual and CA is viewed as a cognitive variable, this explanation is
less than satisfactory for our purpose.

The second way we can view the impact of reinforcement is as an adjunct 'of'
modeling. Modeling theory suggests that children (and to some extent adults)
observe the communication behavior of others in their envnironment and attempt
to emulate it. If their attempts are reinforced, they-continue to behave in a
similar manner. If they are not reinforced, they alter their behavior. Such

an explanation seems to be a very =good way of looking at the development of
many communication'behaviors, such as accent, dialect, and use of nonverbal
behaviors. However, this explanation also ignores the cognitive element and
thus does not address CA as conceived here.

While we agree that reinforcement is a central component in the deve100
ment of CA, we do not believe that the behavioristic. approaches outlined above
can account for this relationship. Our view of the place of reinforcement as a
causal element in t e.development,of CA will be outlined below when we consider
the theory of learned 1plessness.

Causes of Situational CA. While causal attributions for elements leading
to the development of trait-likeCA are based primarily oh. speculation and
rather tenuous analogies, the 'causes of situational CA appear much clearer.
In some cases they have been the subject of direct research, in others strong
analogies with similar fears or anxieties can be drawn. We find the causal

elements outlined by Buss particularly insightful.62 'Buss suggests that

17
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the major elements in the situation which can resu t in increased CA are:
novelty, formality, subordinate status, conspicuousness, unfamiliarity, diseim-
ilarity, and degree of attention from others. In most instances, the opposite
of these factors'would be presumed to lead to decreased CA in the situation.
Let us examine each of these briefly.

*
`The novel situation presents the.-individual with increased Lincertaintlr

about how he or she should' behave. If.one Almost never has an interview, going
to an interview would by novel and the individual might notAbe sure how to
behave, thus become more apprehensia)e. For most people, giving a speech is a
novel experience, not something they do every day (orl for many, every year).
Approaching such a situation would be likely to sharply-increase CA.

Formal situations tend to be associated with"highly prescribed appropriate
behaviors, with comparatively little latitude for deviation. Less formal situ-
ations have less rigid behavior rules and much wider latitudes of acceptable*
behavior. CA is increased in formal situations because of the narrower con-

_ fines for acceptable behavior. A similar impact results from interacting from
a subordinate position.( In such situations, appropriate behavior is defined by
the person holding higher status. This is particularly important in evalualtive
settings, which are common_' in superior- subordinate communication situations.

Probably nothing can increase CA more than being conspicuous in one's
environment. Giving a public speech is a'prime example of being conspicuotis.
So is ,standing up to make a comment in a meeting_ or classroom, Similarly,
being the-newperson in a social setting or meeti g a new person can make, a
person (eel conspicuous. Generally, the' more.conspicuous one feels, the more
CA they are likely to experience.

Al hough not all people'react to unfamiliarity in the same way, may pelaY3le
feel mu h more comfortable when commuaicating with people they know than when
communicating people they do not know. In general, as the. degree of
familiarity increases, the degcee of CA decreases. To some extent, similarity
has the same kind of'impact. For'mo-st people,' talking to others who are 4im-
ilart.to themselves is easier than talking to people who are greatly different.
There are major exceptions to this rule; however. Some people are the most
uncomfortable when communicating to similar peers, because they are more)

concerned with the evaluations such 'people make than they are with people who
are very different from themselves.

A moderate degree of attention from others is the most comfortable situ-
ation for most, people. When people stare at us

are communicating, our CA level can be expected to rise sharply and quickly.
In addition, if people become overly intrusive into our private feelings and
thoughts, we can become very uncomfortable.

In recent work, Daly has noted two elements that go beyond those advanced
by Buss as causes of situational CA.63 These ire degree of evaluation and
prior history. When we are evaluated we tend to be more anxious than other-
wise. For example, a student giving a talk in a public soeakingeFlass for a
grade may be more apprehensive than the same student would be if he or she were
giving the same talk to the same people at a meeting in the dorm. Of course,
not everyone responds to evaluation in the same way. As Daly has noted, good
writers do better when being evaluated but poor writers do worse: This may

or totally ighore us when we
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also be _rue or Oral communication,` but no research is available which
addresses this /issue,

The final causative element, prior history, may be the most important of
all, as we will note when we consider learned helplessness in the next section.
If one has failed before.it is increasingly likely that one 'will fear that he
or she will fail again, hence be more apprehensive. On the other hand, success
breeds both success and confidence, hence less apprehension.

In sum, there are a Variety of elements in communication situations' that
can cause our CA to increase--whether we arc high, moderate, or low in trait-
like CA. Their absence, likewise; can lower our CA. Most of these elements
are at best only marginally under our control. This, situational CA is

produced by others in out, communication environment, and to a large extent
controlled by them.' Often, then, the only method of- avoiding the unpleasant
aspects of situational CA is to withdraw from or avoid such communication
situations.

Learned Helplessness and Learned Responsiveness. Although the %above
causal explanations are useful in developing a fuller, understanding of the

etiology of CA,k, none of them are fullnsatisfactory. ,Work in the area of
e Actancy learning, particularly that concerning learned helplessness,64
permits a causal explanation that can be applied to all types of CA since it
takes into account both traits of the ,individual and the 4ariety of situational
demands the individual can confront.

Our approach is a cognitive one. e underlying assumption is that people
develop expectations with regard to othr people and with regard to situations.
Expectations are also developed concerning the probable outcomes of engaging in
specific behaviors (like talking). To the extent thatAieh expectations are
found to be accurate, the individual- develops confidence. When expectations
are found to be inaccurate, the individual is confronted'. with the need to

develop new expectations. When this continually recurs,l'the individual may
develop a lack of :confidence. When no appropriate expectations can be devel-
oped, anxiety is produced. When expeatations are produced6which entail nega-
tive outcomes ,which are seen as difficult,or impossibleito avoid, fear is

produced. When applied to communication behavior, Chest latter two cases are
the foundation of CA.

Reinforcement is a vital component of expectancy learning.' Organisms form
expectationS on the basis of attempting behaviors and beinig,reinforced for some
and either ndteinforced or punished for others'. The most gestalt expectancy
,is that there is regularity in the environment. This forMs the basis for the
development of other, more specific expectations. When no regularity, can be
discovered in a given situation,,either because none exists or there is too

little exposure to the situation to obtain sufficient observation and rein-

forcement, the .drganism is, unable to develop a regular behavioral response

pattern for that situation which will, maximize rewards and minimize punish-
ments. Anxiety is the cognitive response to such situations, and the behavior
is unpredictable to a large extent. However, non-behavior such as avoidance or

withdrawal is much more probable, since even though this does not increase
probability of obtaining reward, it decreases probability of receiving punish-
ment in many instances,. The organism essentially becomes helpless.
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In the early animal research concerning helplessness, dogs were placed in
an environment in which rewards and punishments were administered on a random
Schedule. -After attempting behaviors to adapt to this environment, but receiv-
ing no -regualr response from the environment, the dogs retreated to a corner
and' virtually stopped behaving. They became helpless, and some actually
diedj6

An analog may be drawn with human communication behavior,. We learn our
communicative behavior by trying various behaviors' in our environment, and
receiving various rewards and punishments. (or absLice of rewards or punish-
ments) for cur efforts. Over time and situations, we develop expectations
concerning the likely outcomes of various behaviors within and across situa-
tions. Three things can occur from this process. All can occur for the same
individual. However, they may occur to greatly different degrees for different
individuals. All are environmentally controlled. three things that can
occur are positive expectfitions, neOtive expectations, and helplessness. Let
us consider each.

When we engage in communication behaviors Chat work (i.e. are reinforced,
we achieve some desired goal), we develop positive expectations for those
behaviors and, they become a regular part of our communicative repertoire.
While in the early,- childhood years much of this occurs through trial and error,
during later stages of development cognition becomes much more important. We
may think through a situation and choose communication behaviors which our
pi-evious experience suggffts we should expect to be successful. Formal
instruction in communication adds to our cognitive capacity to develop such
expectations and choose appropriate behaviors. To the extent our .behaviors
continue to be reinforced, we develop stronger positive expectations and our
communication behavior becomes more regularly predictable. In addition, we
de)'elop confidence in our ability to communicate effectively. Neither anxiety
nor fear, the core elements of CA, are associated with such positive expec-
tations.

The7develoOment of negative expectations follows much the same pattern as
the deyelopment of positive expectations. Wd discover that some communication
behaviors regularly result in punishment or lack of reward and tend to reduce
those' behaviors. During later stages of development, we may make cognitive
choices between behaviors for which wave positive and negative expectations,
the former being chosen and the latter rejected. However, we may find situ-
ations for which we have no behaviors with positive expectations for success.
If we can avoid or withdraw from such situations, this is a reasonable choice.

-wever, if participation is unavoidable, we have only behaviors with negative
expectations available. A fearful response is the natural outcome. Consider,
for example, the person who has attempted several public speeches. In each
case, the attempt resulted in punishment or lack of reward. When confronted
with another situation which requires the individual to give a public speech,
the person will fear that situation. The person knows what to expect, and .the
expectation is -negative.

The developfient of helplessness occurs when regularity of expectations,
either positive or negative, is not present. Helplessness may he either
spontaneous or learned. Spontaneous helplessness occurs in new situations.
If the person has never confronted the situation before, they may be unable to
determine any behavioral, options. While this is much more common for young
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children, adults may confront such situations. For example, visiting a foreign
country Whose lghguage is unknown to a person may place one in a helpless
condition. Similarily, some people who are divorced aftqr many years of
marriage report they find themselves helpless in communication in the "singles
scene." Such spontaneous helplessness generates strong anxiety feelings, and
the behavior of people experiencing such (feelings often is seen by others in
the environment as highly aberrant. 4-

Learned helplessness is produced by inconsistent' receipt of reward and
punishment. Such inconsistency may be either a function of true inconsistency
in the, environment or the inability of the individual to discriminate among
situational constraints in the environment which produce differential outcomes.
For example, a child may develop helplessness if the parent reinforces the
child's talking at the'dinner table some days and punishes it on other days.
If the child is unable to determine why the parent behaves differently from day
to day, the child is helpless to control the punishments and rewards' Simi-
larly, the child may be rewarded for giving an answer in school but pdnished
for talking to another child in the classroom. If the child is unable for see.
the differences in these situations, the child may learn to e' helpless. When
helplessnes4 is learned, it 4 accompanied by strong anxiety feelings.'

Learned helplessness and learned negative expectations are the founds-1
tional components of CA. The broader the helplessness or negative' expecta-
tions, the more trait-like the CA.. Inversely, the more situationally specific
the helplessnesS or negative expectations, the more situational the CA. It
should be, stressed that helplessness and negative expectations (as well as
positive expectations) are the product of an interaction of the behaviors of
the individual and the responses of the other individuals in the environment.
The development of the coghitive responses of the person, then, may be heavily
dependent on the behavioral skills of that person, partly dependent on those
skills'and partly dependent on the responsiveness of the: environment, or almost
entirely a result of 'the environment. Thus, any hereditary component that may-
exist may have either a large or smalijmpact on later cognitions, depending on
the type of environment in which the hereditarily predisposed behaviors are
performed.

Learned responsivenesS is seen as the opposite of learned helplessness.
When the .ji,ndividual is able to discern differences in situations and has

developeA positive expectations for communication behaviors between and across
differehing situations, the individual has learned to be communicatively
responsive. Learned responsiveness is associated with neither fear nor anxi-
ety, thus presents a circumstance antithetical to CA. Learned responsiveness
can be the product of unsystematic learning in the natural environment or the
direct result of formal communication itstruction.

Treatment of CA

Our explanation of the etiology of CA has taken a cognitive perspective.
Before turning our attention o, possible treatments for CA, we should stress a
distinction between what we will call "jational" CA and "non-rational" CA.

Rationale levels of ,CA are produced by combinations of positive and nega-
tive expectations and helplessness or responsiveness that are consistent with
views of an lw=side, objective observer's perceptions of reality. That
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the individual, for example, has a positive expectation for a behavior and an
outside-observer would agree that such a behavior should be expected to produce
positive outcomes. Or, as anotfier example, the individual feels helpless and,
knows of no behavior that would resuLt.in a desired outcome, and an outside
observer would agree that that individual has no behavioral choice which would
result in a positive outcome. Non-rational CA, on the othen hand, is seen as
the unjustified expectations and helplessness or responsiveness of the individ-
ual, as viewed from the perspEctive of an outside, objective observer. For
example, the individual may have negative expectations for a 'behavior, tut an
outside obrver would see the behavior as highly likely to produce a desired
outcome. Or, the individual feels very responsive, but the observer sees the
person's behavior as non-functional in the situation.

We stress this distinction in order to emphasize the fact that some people
feel CA in situations where there is no objective reason for them to do so,
while others may not experience CA even in situations -in which they should.
Past approaches to treatment, for the most part, have failed to 'make this
distinction.- It was presuMed unreasonable to 'hold high levels of :CA but
reasonable to hold'Iow levels of CA, thus only those )eAple with high CA were
seen as in need of treatment.

In our view, there are two major classifications of treatments, and they
Otould be applied differentially depending on whether the CA level is rational
or non-rational. Let-us explain.

Treatments may be directed either toward :communication behaviors or toward'
;cognitions about communicatiorfbehaviors. That is, our treatment locus can be
on communication skills within or across contexts or on the apprehension about
engaging in communication within or'across_cOntexts.

Four general conditions are illustrated in Figure 2. The figure repre-
sents two levels of communication skill, satisfactory and unsatisfactory, and
two levels of CA, low and high. Both low CA/satisfactory skills and high
CA/unsatisfactory skills are seen as rational conditions. Low CA/unsat-
isfactory skills and high CA/satisfactory skills are seen as non-rational
conditions. Each condition provides different requirements for effective
treatment.'

Condition I, 'low CALsa '-factory shills, requires no treatment. People, in

this condition have rational cognitions, and most likely are reasonably effec-
tive communicators. The goal of all treatments is to move people from the

other three conditions, to this one.

Condition IV,'high CA/unsatisfactory skills, also include people with
rational cognitions. They have unsatisfactory communication skills and are

apprehensive about their communication. They have two problems, one behavioral
and the other cognitive. No single solution is likely' to overcome these prob-

lems And move these people to Condition I. If only their skills are improved,
they will move to Condition III but still suffer from high CA. If only their
CA is improved, they will move to Condition II but still suffer from inadequate
skills. Thus, both their skill deficiencies and their CA require treatment.
An analogy with basketball may help to clarify. People in Condition IV are
poor foul shooters (say 30% in practice) and are very anxious about shooting
foul shots in a game. If we overcome only the anxiety, they still can only
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shoot 30% in a game. we only improve their shooting ability in practice,
their anxiety will, still cause them to miss in the game. To produce a good
foul shooter, then, we need both to improve shooting accuracy and reduce
anxiety. Returning to-communication, people in this condition must develop
better skills and reduce -their apprehension to become more effective cammuni-

,

cators.

Condition II, low CA/unsatiqfactory skills, includes people with non-
rational cognitions._ These are people who should experience high CA, but they
don't. We could increase their CA, thus making their cognitions more rational,
but that would only move thencto Condition IV, certainly not solving a problem
but only making it worse. The treatment for people in this condition is
directed toward improving communication skills. If skill levels are raised,
people in this condition move to Condition I, the desired condition. To employ
our basketbal4 analogy, these people are poor foul shooters but not °anxious-
about it. If we raise their skill level (say from 30%. to 70%), we will produce
a good frail shooter in. the regular ames.

Condition III, high CA/satisfactory skills, also includes people wi.th

non-rational cognitions.. These are people who should not experience high CA,
but they do. The treatment for people in this condition is directed toward
reducing their CA level, thus moving them into Condition I. In our basketball
analogy, these are people ,who shoot well in practice (say 70%) but choke and
shoot poorly in the game (say 30%). If we overcome their anxiety, we will
produce a good foul shooter

f-

in the regular games.

.Treatment programs intended to produce effective communicators, then,
are of two general types, those which are directed toward improving communica-
tion skills and those directed toward reducing CA. The different types of
treatment prograMs are different solutions to different problems and should
not ,be expected to have major effects on problems to which they are not
directed. Reducing CA, for example, shspid not be expected to be associated
with major increases in skill levels. Similarly, improving skills should not
necessarily. be expected to reduce CA, since CA level may be either rational or
non-rational. For people with one problem, one treatment should be chosen.
For people with both problems,, two treatments should-be chosen.

The Specific nature of treatment programs is beyond our focus here. How-
ever, for skill deficiences regular classroom instruction in communication,
'individualized skills training, and rhetoritherapy are recommended.66 For
CA problem#, systematic desensitization67 and cognitive restructuring68
seem to be most appropriate. Various combinations of these treatments are
possible. The,choice 4if one should not be taken to exclude use of another.

Effects of CA

The effects of CA have been the target of extensive research, particularly
concerning trait-like CA, and have been summarized elsewhere.69 Our focus

here will not be on such specific variable research, but rather we will direct
our attention toward theoretically more global effect patterns. The previous
research, although extremely valuable for generating an understanding of how CA
is manifested in ongoing communicative relationships of individuals, has been
subject to considerable over-interpretation, if not misinterpretation.
Effects observed in aggregate data analyses often are seen as regular
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behavioral and outcome patterns for individual people with high or low CA.
Such interpretations fail to recognize' the high potential for the individual to
deviate from the aggregate norm and the possibility of choosing from numerous
behaviors, all of which would be theoretically consistent with the individual's
CA level. Our concern here, therefore, will be directed toward the internal
impact of CA,- possible external manifestitations of CA, and the role CA !plays
as a mediator between communicative competence and skill and ultimate communi-
cative behavior.

Internal Impact of CA. As we have noted previously, CA is viewed from a
cognitive rather than a behavioral perspective. Although CA indeed may have
some behavioral implicitions, as we will note below, it is experienced by the
individual internally. The only effect of CA that is predicted to be universal
across both individuals and 'types of CA is an internally 'experienced feeling
of discomfort. The lower the CA,, the less the internal discomfort. Since
people's cognitions are imperfectly related to their levels of physiological
arousal, no physiological variable is predicted to be universally associated
with CA across people or across types of CA.

The implications of this conceptualiiation of CA for both research and
treatment cannot be overemphasized. Since CA is experienced internally, the
only potentially valid indicant of CA is the 'individual's report of that
experience: Thus, self-reports of individuals, whether obtained by paper-and-
pencil measures or careful .interviews, obtained under circumstances where the
individual has nothing to gain or avoid losing by lying, provide 'the only
potentially valid measures of CA. Measures of physiological activation and
observations of behavior can provide, at best, only indirect evidence of CA
and, thus, are inherently inferior approaches to measuring CA. Thus, physio-
logi'cal and behavioral instruments intended to measure CA must be validated
with self-report measures, not the other way around. To the extent such meas-
ures are not related to self-report measures, they must be judged invalid.
Currently available data indicate such physiological measures and behavioral
'observation procedures have law to moderately low validity.70

External Impact of.CA. As noted above, there is no behavior that is pre-
dicted to be a universal product of varying levels of CA. Nevertheless, there
are some externally observable behaviors that are more likely to occur or less
likely to occur as a function of varying levels of CA. When examining behav-
ioral outcomes of CA, we must keep in mind the distinction among the types of
CA discussed earlier. Trait-like CA, for example, will be manifested in behav-
ior in a given situation only as it interacts with the constraints of that sit-
uation. A person with high trait-like CA, for example, may behave in a manner
no different from anyone else in a quiet conversation with a good friend.
Similarly, a person with low trait-like CA may behave in a manner no different
from anyone else if called to a meeting to be reprimanded by a superior. The
behavioral manifestations of high CA we will discuss here, therefore, presup-
pose that CA actually, is present to a sufficient degree in a given situation to
trigger the behavior. The link is most direct for the most situational type of
CA. For trait-like CA the link is most tenuous. The behavioral prediction
should only be assumed to be correct when considering aggregate behavioral
indicants of the individual across time and across contexts.71

Three patterns of behavioral response to high CA may be predicted to he
enerally applicable and one pattern can be described as sometimes pi-esent, but
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an atypical response pattern. , The three typical patterns are communication
avoidance, communication withdrawal, and communication disruption. The atyp-
ical pattern is excessive communication. Let us consider-- -each.

When people are confronted with a circumstance which they anticipate will
make them uncomfortable, and they have a choice of whether or not to confront
it, they may either deCide to confront and make the best of it or 'avoid it
and thus avoid the discomfort. Some refer to this is the choice between
"fight" and "flight." Research in the area of CA indicates the latter choice
should be 'expected in most instances. In order to avoid having to experience
high CA, people may seledt occupations which involve low communication respon-
sibilities, may pick housing units- that reduce incidental contact with other
people, may choose seats in classrooms --or in meetings that are'less conspic-
ious, and may avoid social. settings. At the lowest level, if a person makes us
uncomfortable, we may simply avoid being around that person. Avoidance, then,
is a common behavibral response to high CA.

Avoidance of communication is not always possible. In addition, a pefson
can find her or himself in a situation which' generates a high level of CA with
no advance warning. tinder such circumstances, withdrawal from communication is
the behavioral pattern to be expected. This withdrawal may be complete, i.e.
absolute silence, or partial, i.e. talking only as much as absolutely required.
In a public speaking setting, this response may be represented by the very
short speech. In a meeting, class, or small group discussion, it maybe repre-
sented by talking only when called upon. In a dyadic interaction, it may be
represented by only answering questions or supplying agreeing responses with no
initiation of discussion.

Communication disruption is the third typical behavioral pattern asso-
ciated with high CA. The person may have disfltlencies in verbal presentation
or unnatural, nonverbal behaViors. 'Equally as likely are poor chOices of commu-
nicative strategies% sometimes reflected in the after-the-fact "I wish I had
(had not) said. . ." phenomenon. It is important to note, however, that such
behavIiors may be produced by inadequate'c unication skills as well as by high
CA. Thus, inferring CA from observations Lich behavior is not always appro-
pr

Over-communication is a response to high CA that is not common but is the
pattern exhibited by a small, minority. This behavior represents over-compen-
sation. It may reflect the " Aght" rather than the "flight" reaction, the

attempt to succeed in spite of t e felt discomfort. The person who elects to
take a public speaking course.i 'spite of her or his extreme stage fright is a
classic exampte. Less easily recognizable is the individual with high CA who
attempts to dominate social situations. Most of the time people who employ
this behavioral option are seen as poor communicators but are not i-ecognized as
having high CA, in fact they may be" seen as people with very` low ('',A.

To this point we have looked at the typical behaviors of people with high
CA- levels. We might assume that the behaviors of people with low CA would be
the'.exact reverse. That'assumptibn might not alwavh he correct. Whitt people
with low CA should be expec_ted to ,seek opportunities to communicate rather than
avoid them, and to dominate interactions in which they are a member rather than
withdraw from them, people with,loW CA may also have disrupted communication
and over-communicate. The disruptions may stem from pushing too hard railer
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than tension, but the behaviors may not always be distinctly different to the
observer. Similarly; the person who over-communicates engages in very similar
behavior whether the behavior stems from high or low CA. While future research
may permit us to train observers who can distinguish disrupted communicatim
resulting from high CA from that resulting from low ,CA and possibly distinguish
between over-communication behaviors stemming from the two causes, these behav-
iors are, and probably will remain, indistinguishable by the average person in
the communication situation.

CA and Communication Behavior: Without discountihg a possible role for
herediatary predispoditions, we view 'communication behavior, as other human
behavior' as a learned response to one's environment. Since we wisli to explore
the role of.CA as it relates to human communication behavior mor04enerally, it
is important to enunciate our assumption4 about human learning. following the
lead of iomtemporary weiters in educational psychology, we view human learning

g4 as composed of three domains. These are the cognitive-(understanding or know-
,ing)72, affective (feeling of liking or disliking), and psychomotor (the
physical capability of doing) domains.

Because of inconsistent and confused use of terms within the communica ion
literature, when we apply these domains to communication learning, it is impor-
tant that we make a distinction between communication competence 'end communica-
tion' skill. We see' donaMunication competence as falling within the cognitive
domain and communication skill as falling within, the psychomotor domain. More
specifically, communication competence is "the ability of an individual to

demoatrate knowledge of the appropriate communicative behavior 'in a given_ situ-
ation."73 Communication competence, then, can be demonstrated by observing
a communication situation and identifying behaviors that would be appropriate
or inappropriate' in that situation. Communication skill, on the other hand,
involves actual psychomotor behavior. Communication skill is the ability of an
individual to perform appropriate communicative behavior in a given situation.
To be judged skilled, then, a. person must be able to physically engage in

appropriate behaviors.

The three components of desired communication, learning, then, are com-
munication competence (kriciwing and understanding appropriate communication
behaviors), communication skill: (being able to physically_produce appropriate
communication behaviors), and positive 'communication affect (liking and want-
ing to produce appropriate communication behaviorS). Any desired impact on

long-term behavior of the individual requires that lroduction of all of these
types of learning be achieved, whether by the.unatural' ,environment or by a

formal instructional system, or by some combination of the two

CA can have a major impact in all three areas of communication learning
and, consequently, on- the long-term behavior of individuals. High CA is' seen
as a potential inhibitor of the development Of both communication competence
and communication skill and as a direct precursor Of negative communication
affect. Low CA, on the other hand, is seen as a facilitator of the development
of communication competence and communication sk and as a pretursor of posi-
tive communication affect.

With regard CO communication competence, high CA is pEo jected as a barrier
to accurate observation of the natural environment and sufficient experience
within it and as a harrier to the formal study of communic ation. Not only do



dry to avoid tubing thinge wilich cause them discomfort,_ but also such
t eiay inhibit theitt. learning when they do study it. The projected

.pattern for learning, econo t icetion skills: is seen in the same way. A major.
of psychomotor learning is practice. , High CA will lead to lead practice

ible misinterpretations of the outcomes ,
-

gf what pra5tiF is attempted.
t of CA in terms of communication affect is evetn more direct. If We

are fearful, or anxious about something, we are not given to liking it. - On the
other hand, things that are not threatenin -more likely to generate posi-
tive affect.

A major conclusion can -draw from. Ehis conceptualization of CA and
corrmn)lnication learning is that high CA is highly associated with ineffective

- communication. As such, A considered a central , concern of any
instructional program cencerned.with re effective communication as a targeted
outcome, whether the program'is labeledla program in communication competence
.0r, a program in mmnutlication skill. Basic competenties ,and baqic skills

.

cannot be separated from the problem, of high CA. '

A NEW LOOK AT MEASUREMENT

In the previous , sections of this paper we have examined the current

Z

conceptualizations of the CA construct and have attempted to reco ceptualize
the construct. While such a reconceptualization has at least some heoretical
utility even In the absence of appropriate operationalizations, .t is utility
can be greatly enhanced by available operationalizations .which have high

wiaomorphism with the conceptualization. In this section we. will evaluate
several measures of different types of CA. We will conclude that an instrument
with satisfactory conceptual isomorphism is available to measure situational CA
and person-group CA, satisfactory instruments are available to measure some
forms of- generalized- context CA but not others, and satisfactory inetruments
are available to measure trait-like CA concerning writing and singing but not
that concerned with oral communication (talking).. Finally, a new measure of
trait-like CA concerning talking to other people will be advanced.74

__ent of Situational CA and Person-Group CA

The instrument deVeloped by Spielbergerto measure a wide variety of state'
anxieties is highly isomorphic with our conceptualizations of both situational
CA. and persoh-group CA, with only minor modifications in instructions t,-17

two types of CA75 Particularly if employed- -with modifications madeby
.Richmond, this -instrument should prove to be 'both highly reliable and,
valid.76

Measur

Unfortunately, this instrument is under copyright and is offered for
sale.77 Unlike all of the other CA instruments which will be dicussed
below, use of this .instrument without appropriate payment of royalties may
involve a serious copyright violation. Researchers and practitioners without
sufficient financial resources should consider creating their own instrument
employing the type of instructions and response options outlined by
Richmond.78

27
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enerallsed:antext CA. -has not' le distinguish cle rly from
tre n previous concepeUflismtionemait is not surprising that tan-
sies work n msaaurenlent of the various forms of generalized context CA has not
been repotted:- The exception to this general statement is the work on measure-
mint of CA iq the-public speaking context. As noted previously, instruments
developed \byl Gilkinson . (PRCS) 79 Paul (short-form PRCS),80 and

, i 9

MCCrOgke7 (PRPSA)81 are-available. All of these have strong face validity,
good reliability, and have been employed successfully in a number of research

-projects. Any of these can be selected - with confidence for measuring this type
of gidetalisodeontext ,CA.

=

Measures of CA in generalized contexts such as meetings or classes, small
e- inb iffierionehifie'receivei-:muchlessattention; The onl

ones thus far offered in the literature ire those-provide4, by McCroskey and
Richmond.82 Their scales for,these three generalized contexts, -10E-vmalH as_
for the public speaking context, are presented in Tables 1-4. Although no
empirical support for these measures has been reported to- this time, the face
validity of these measured is strong. The items all focus on affective reac-
tions, as opposed to reporta-of behavior,, and seem to,be broadlx representative

lir

of_possible items within given contekt. Additionally, there is a balance
of positively and negati ly worded items, which should avoid response bias,
and the wording of items is simple, enough that even relatively young subjects
should be able, to complete-the scales. Also, each scale is short enough that
time for completion should not become a problem for researchers. In sum, qual-
ities of instrument construction and face validity of these instruments support
their use, at least until' such time as empirical tests of their, quality are
available.

Measurement of Trait -Like CA.

J, As noted previously,. there are three trait-like CA measures in. current.
0pular use. The- Writing Apprehension-Test (WAT)83 and_the Test of Singing
Apprehension -(TOSA)84 have Strong face validity and OMprical reports of

their use indicate they are appropriate measures of the kinds. of trai.tlike CA
for which they were developed.

The validity- of the Personal Report of Communication Apprehension
(PRCA)85'as A measure of trait-like CA concerning talking to other people
is more problematic. A very strong case for the predictive validity of this
instrument has been made as a result of many studies." Nevertheless, the
measure lacks isoMorphism with the construct and, thus, is seriously lacking in
face'validity. The main problem is the over-representation of items relating
to the public speaking'context and the, consequent under-representation of items%
relating to other contexts,:

There are three forms of the PRCA in common use. The original form
(PRCA-College)87 included 20 items. More recently, a 25-item long form and
10-item short fdrm have been made available.88 Five types of items are

present in each of these'forms. One type includes items in which the context
of- communication is unclear. The= other four typeb focus on, four different
contexts, namely public' speaking, group discussion, meetings or classes, and

%
dyadic conversations.

2 8



In he original PRCA 50% of the items (original- numbers 2, 4 9;
10, 12, 13, 14, 19 and 20) aid directeCtoward public,spea ing; 102 toward

(items 1 and 15); 5% toward group discussion (item 7); an 25% are itemic
meetings or classes (items 3 and 18); 10% toward interpers al conversations,

which context is not "clear (items 5, 6, 11, 16, and 17). Subsequently,
order increase the face *validity. of .the measurea, five items from the
Burgoon Unwillingness to Communicate measure" were added to form" the
25-item PRCA.90 While this was an improvement, considerable disproportion-
elity of item representation remained. In this vereion of the PRCA 40% of the
items (item numbers 2, 6, 10, 12, 13, 15, 16, 18, 23, and 25) are directed
toward public speaking; 8% toward,meetings or sjasaes (items 4 and 22); 162
toward group discussion (items 5; 9, 11,. and 17);- 12%.- toward interpersonal.
conversations (items 1,19, and 24); and 24% are items in which the context is
not clear (items 3, 7, 8, 14, 20, and 21). .Since the short form obthe PRCA is
based on the 25-item PRCA, the disproportionality of 'items also is present ift

that` -form- 4 public speaking ltess, 2 group items, 1 meeting or- class item, 1
interpersonal conversation item, and 2 items for which the' context is not
clear. '

.

It is proper to conclildt, therefore, that apprehension about public Speak-
ing is overly represented-in scores generated by the PRCA, whichever ham QC
that instrument is employed .91 Thus, even though a strong empirical edge'
for the validity Of.the PRCA has been made, the instrument seems more valid
for predicting CA relating to public speaking situations and less valid for
predicting CA in all, other environments. Surprisingly, the context for which
the-PITA seems most' valid is the one in which almost no research has been
conducted. Since the instrument may have comparatively lower validity when
predicting responses in other communication contexts, we might expect ampere-
tively less variance to be predictable in those contexts and some difficulty
in replicating findings involving small effects Some reports of empirical
studies support this expectation.2 -

ile this analysis challenges the validity of the PRCA, and consequently
its future use as a measure of trait-like CA, the lact that the instrument has,
been found to be very predictive of many outcomes in a variety of contexts,
other than public speaking, attests to the potency of the construct of trait-
like CA. Clearly, a measure which predominantly taps only one context of CA
could predict behavior related to CA in other contexts only if there is an

underlying trait-like predisposition with which botr or all of the contexts are
associated. Our conceputalization of the CA construct asserts that such an
underlying trait-like redisposition exists, and the predictive power of the
clearly faulty PRCA me sures strongly supports that conceptualization.

A New Measure of Trait-Like CA

Since the 20- and 25-item forms of the PRCA have been the instruments pre-
dominantlyemploY4d fdr the measurement of trait -like CA in previous research,
and our analysis of these instruments indicates they lack sufficient isomor-
phism with the trait-like CA construct for coktinued use, it, is incumbant upon
us to determine the. source' of the problems with these instruments and provide a
new instrument which overcomes these problems.

The disproportionality of item contexts in the previous PRCA instruments
was the direct product of the methodologies employed in. the develpment of those



ly, the orx nal 'sample of items employid had

public speeki ice and the usi of,faetor analysis insured the domination of
these nublic'ispe items. The item pool from which the original 20-item

, eF .

P drawn included- 76 items, 45 of which were related eo public ePe#king.
ems were submitted to factor analypis anchonlyrthe items with their

highese loadings on the fiisefactor'were retained for aubdequent
I

use. Since

it can-be assumed that items relating to public speaking will correlate' higher
with other items relating to publifl speaking than'witb items relating to other
communication contexts, this use of factor analysis greatly enhanced the probe
billty that the factor. to be chosen`' would be one representing public speaking
and thaE the items on that factor piimarity would be ones directed toward that
context.

In developing a net vers bn of PRCA,we-have carefully avoided these
two methodological problems. First, e identified the communication contexts

reop eeentitive cross-Section of all coaduni=.
cation contexts. '.hose selected- were public' speaking, meetings or classes,
group discussions, and dyadic interaction.' Second, we selected` an equal number

of items to reflect each -of =these contexts from a larger available (pretested)

sample. Finally, factor analysis was used. ,only to. confirm expected.dipension-
ality rather than to, define dimensionality. The empirical development "rind

validation of the new measure are the subjects, of a subsequent report, -thus
they will not be addressed here.

The new PRCA instrument,PRCA-24, is3 reported in Table 5. It 'is a 24-item

instrument employing the same type pf instructions and response options as

earlier PRCA instruments. There are six items for each of the four communica-
tion contents, three positively worded and three negatively worded to avoid
response bias. The instrument can be used to generate both a general score;
representing trait-like CA, and four subscores, representihg generalized-con-
text CA in the four'areas. The instrument has strong face validity and, as
will be reported in detail in a subsequent report, strong empirical indicatiOis
of validity. This new instrument should replace earlier versions of the PRCA

for all research purposes.

CA has. received extensive attention from man esearchers- over the past

'decade and currently is the target of many au ationally-based 'programs
desighed to help both children and adults. The purpose of this paper has been
to analyze what we have learned over the past-decade and provide a revised

coneeptualization of the CA construct and an examination of the available

operationalizations of that construct in light of that revised conceputaliza-

tion. It is hoped that' this effort will clarify - directions for future research

in this area and 'help both researchers and practitioners avoid the pitfalls

encountered by their predecessors.
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Table

eraiised ituat -n CA: Measure for Group ,Discussion

Divctions: phis instrument' cOmposed of ten statements concerning your
feeljugs. about communicating with other people. Please indicate in the
space provided tile degree- to which each: statement applies to you by .marking
whether you (1) strongly agree, (2) agree, (3) are undecided, (4) dibagree,
or (5) strongly disairee with each statement. There are no right or .wrong
answers. Kany_stataments_are similar._ to other statebtents Do not be con-

,
cerned because of this. Work quickly; just record your first impression.

o express myself.in a group.:

cipating in group discussions.

_ovafortable while participating. inf a. group

I am tense nervous while participating in group discussio

I haVe no ear, about expressing myself in a'group.

Engaging in a group d cussion with new people

Generally,
discussion.

I

very.' pleasant.

unc fortab le While part itipating in a group

I like to get invotrled in group discussions.

Engaging in a group-discussion with new people makes me, tense and
nervous.

I am calm and relaxed. while participati in group

*Scores on items indicated should:be reversed before summing to obtain Iota

Resulting scores may range from 10 (very low CA) to 50 (very high CA).

4 0



Table 2

Generalized- Situation 'CA: Measure or Meetings or C sea**

Directions: same as in table

1. I look forward to expressing my opinions at meetings Classes).

2. I am self-conscious when I am called upon-to express an opinion at
a meeting (in a class).

Generally, I am nervous when -I have to participate in a meeting (in
a class).

4. Communicating in meetings (in classes) generally makes me feel,
good.

Usually I am-caliM and relaXed wiile partiCipa in in' -detings (in
classes).

6. I am self-con_ ous when I am called upon to answer a question at a
meeting (in a class)

7. I am very ,calm and relaxed when I am called upon to express an
opinion,at a meeting (in a class).

I am afraid to egpress myself at meetings (in cla es)..

q. Communicating in meetings (in, classes) generally makes me
uncomfortable.

10. I am v
class).

-y relaxed en .answerrng questions at a meeting (in a -

* Scores on items indicated should be reversed before summing to obtain total
Resulting scores may range from 10 (very low CA) to 50 (very high CA).

**Items may be directed toward classes for student samples,
substituting the words in parentheses for the references to mee

f desired, by
ngs.



Table 3

Generalized Situation _ Measure for Dyadic Conversation

Directions: same as in table 1

1. While participating in a conversation with a new acquaintance I

feel very nervous.

I have no fear of speaking up in conversations.

3. Talking with one other person very often makes me nervous.

4. Ordinarily, I am very tense and nervous in conversations.

Conversing with people who hold positions of authority causes me to
be fearful and tense.

Generally, I am very relaxed while talking with one other person.

7; Ordinarily, I am very calm and relaxed in conversations.

8. While conversing with a new acquaintance I feel very relaxed.

9. I aM relaxed while conversing with people who hold positions of
authority.

10. I am afraid to speak up in conversations.

* Scores on items indicated should be reversed before summing to obtain total.
Resulting scores may range from 10 (very low CA) to 50 ,very high CA).



Table 4

GeneralizedSituatidn CA: Measure for Public Speaking

Directions: same as in table 1

m=em,e.= 1. I have no fear of giving a speech.

T. I look forward __ giving a speech.

Certain- parts of my body feel very tense and rigid while giving a
speech.

4. I feel relaxed while giing a speech.

5. Giving a speech makes me anxious.

My thoughts become confused and jumbled when-I am giving a speech.

7. I face the prospect of giving a speech with confidence.

While giving a speech T get io nervous I forget facts I really
know.

9. Giving a speech really scares me.

White giving a speech I knoW I can control my feelings of tension
and stress.

* Scores on items indicated should be reversed before summing to obtain to
Resulting scores may range from 10 (very low CA) to 50 (very high CA).



Table 5

Personal Report of Communication Apprehension (PRCA-24)

Directions: This instrument is compose of /4 statements concerning your
feelings about communication with 'other people. Please indicate in the
space provided the degree to which each statement applies to you by marking
whether you (1) Strongly Agree, (2) Agree, (3) Are Undecided, (4) Disagree,
or (3) Strongly Disagree with each statement. There are no right or wrong
answers. Many of the statements are similar to other statements. Do not be
concerned about this. Work quickly, just record your first impression.

1. I dislike Participating in group discussions.
2. Generally, I am comfortable while participating in a group

discussion.
3. I am tense and nervous while participating in group discussions.
4. I like to get involved in group discussions.
5. Engaging in a group discussion with new people makes me tense and

nervous.
6. I am calm and relaxed while participating in group discussions.
7. Generally, I am nervous when I have to participate in a meeting.
8. Usually I am calm and relaxed while participating in meetings.
9. I am very calm and reliii,ed when I am called upon to express an

opinion at a meeting.
10. I am afraid to express myself at meetings.
11. Communicating at meetings usually makes me uncomfortable.
12. I am very relaxed when answering questions at a meeting.
13. While participating in a conversation with a new acquaintance,

feel very nervous.
14. I have no fear of speaking up in conversations.
15. Ordinarily I am very tense and nervous in conversations.-

16. Ordinarily I am very calm and relaxed in conversations.
17. While conversing with a new acquaintance, I feel very relaxed
18. I'm afraid to speak up in conversations.
19. I have no fear of giving a speech.
20. Certain parts of my body feel very tense and rigid while giving a

speech.
21. I feel relaxed while giving a speech.
22. Pty thoughts become confused and jumbled when I am giving a speech.
23. I face the prospect of giving a speech with confidence.
24. While giving a speech I get so nervous, I forget facts L really

know.

SCORING:

Croup --. 18 (1) (2) (4) (5) (6)

Meeting (7) (8) - (10) - ( 2)

Dyadic m 18 - (13) (14) - (15) (16) (17) (18)
Public 18 (19) - (20) (21) - (22) 4- (23) (24)
Overall CA Group Meeting nyadi Public




